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Abstract—Checkpoint recovery (CR) is a classic fault-tolerance technique, which enables computing systems to execute correctly

even when affected by transient faults. Although a number of software and hardware based approaches for CR does exist, these

approaches usually are either too large, too slow, or require extensive modifications to the software and the caching/memory schemes.

In this paper, we propose a novel CR approach, which is based on re-engineering the instruction set of a target processor. We take the

base instruction set and augment the native micro-operations, i.e., an architectural description language (ADL), with additional micro-

operations to perform checkpointing at the granularity of basic blocks. The recovery mechanism is realized by three custom

instructions, which can undo the corruptions caused by transient faults during instruction execution, including the values of general-

purpose registers, data memory, and special-purpose registers (PC, status registers, etc.), which were incorrectly modified. Our

checkpoint storage is sized according to the application program executed. The experimental results show that our approach degrades

the system performance by just 0.76 percent when there is no fault, and introduces an area overhead of 44 percent on average and

79 percent in the worst case. During the fault injection test with the benchmark applications, the recovery took just 62 clock cycles

(worst case).

Index Terms—ASIP, checkpoint recovery, reliability
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1 INTRODUCTION

COMPUTING systems must be protected against transient
faults, so as to guarantee that the computation running

on the system can be relied upon constantly [1]. In particu-
lar, for embedded systems, transient faults have been identi-
fied as one of the key reliability issues [2]. Mitigating
transient faults first needs to detect errors (this has been
intensively studied in [3], [4], [5]) and second to recover the
system when errors have been detected.

Checkpoint recovery (CR) has been studied as a viable solu-
tion for error recovery of transient faults [6]. Given the ever-
increasing impact of transient faults, in recent years, CR has
been investigated for embedded systems [7]. CR recovers the
current computing process (program) by using the most
recent checkpoint. A checkpoint is generated periodically,
which consists of data that keeps a copy of the error-free sys-
tem states. Depending on the checkpointing mechanism and
implementation style, the checkpoint data size and checkpoint
period (interval) can be varied. CR requires additional

resources, in terms of hardware and/or machine cycles, for
both generating checkpoints (i.e., state capture) and perform-
ing recovery (i.e., rollback). Focusing on general-purpose and
high-performance computing platforms (e.g., microprocessor
and data center), recent studies have discussed CR techniques
from two aspects: (1) Software-based CR introduces redundant
program and typically has large code size or considerable
fault-free performance overhead [8]; and, (2) Hardware-based
CR introduces specificmodifications to themicroarchitectures
(e.g., cache or memory) and redundant hardware blocks in a
processor, and are non-systematic and inflexible [9].

Embedded systems usually must satisfy stringent design
constraints, such as performance, area, and power. Hence, a
viable CR implementation for embedded systems have to be small,
fast, and energy efficient. Notwithstanding, adopting the
existing CR techniques is very likely to worsen time, area,
and energy constraints considerably. Application-specific
instruction-set processor (ASIP) has been widely adopted in
a variety of embedded application domains, such as com-
munication, multimedia, and so on. ASIP design, including
instruction set customization and extension [10], has been
intensively studied and successfully practiced, with respect
to the design constraints such as performance, power, and
area, in both industry (e.g., Cadence/Tensilica

1 and
Synopsys/ARC

2) and academic circles [11].
Contribution. In this paper, we propose a transient-fault

countermeasure called RELI, which is a fine-grained CR
approach for ASIP-based embedded processors. To the best
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of our knowledge, RELI is the first to realize CR at the basic-
block level by leveraging custom instruction design. In
addition, we present an ASIP design flow based on one of
the existing commercial tool (ASIPmeister), which can
generate the RTL description of the resultant processors
with RELI functionality. Consequently, the cost in terms of
execution time, area, and power is reduced significantly
compared to existing techniques.

PaperOrganization.The rest of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. Sections 2 and 3 discuss related work and assumptions.
Section 4 presents the conceptual idea of the proposed CR
scheme. Section 5 elaborates the detail of instruction set archi-
tecture (ISA) implementing RELI scheme. Section 6 discusses
the ASIP design flow generating RELI processors. Section 7
gives experimental setup and results, followed by a further
discussion in Section 8. Lastly, Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Software-Based Checkpoint Recovery

Software-based CR techniques do not require additional
hardware. CATCH [8] requires the modification in the com-
piler to insert checkpoint routine code into native code.
CATCH’s CR is reasonably fast but induces large checkpoint
data size. In addition, the static code size is increased. UIUC
reliability and security engine (RSE) [12] has a thread-level
CR mechanism, which needs OS support. Later in reliability
microkernel (RMK) [13], a loadable kernelmodule to support
application-level checkpointing is proposed and imple-
mented. Different approaches to perform software-based CR
for parallel programs, such as C3 [14], the work by Dieter
et al. [15], BLCR [16], and WAG-DBI [17], have been pro-
posed for sharedmemory symmetric multiprocessors.

2.2 Hardware-Based Checkpoint Recovery

Hardware-based CR techniques, also referred as Backward
Error Recovery (BER), use special customization and
optimization in arbitrary micro-architectural components
(mainly storage components which contain process state) to
implement CR.

2.2.1 Cache-Based Checkpoint Recovery

CARER [18], [19] and SWICH [9] are different cache-based CR
techniques. These CR techniques utilize a specially
designed cache as a buffer to keep the temporary results of
computation, until the check is passed. In addition, the reg-
ister states are duplicated as a backup. Cache-based CR
techniques needs to invalidate and reload the cache to
rollback the state, which consumes millions of seconds.
Implementing cache-based CR requires modifying cache
replacement policy and architecture.

2.2.2 Memory-Based Checkpoint Recovery

REVIVE [20] is a CR technique for shared memory multipro-
cessor system, which has a rollback delay of 0.82 s in the
worst case for 80ms checkpoint period. REVIVE needs tomod-
ify thememory directory controller for capturing (this type of
checkpointing is called “logging”) the checkpoint data. The
checkpoint data is located in a special space in the memory.
Checkpointing and recovery are controlled by timer-inter-
rupt and the protocol is implemented in software.

2.2.3 Separate Dedicated Checkpoint Storage

IBM S/390 G5 [21] is equipped with a full duplication of
register-file (R-unit), which serves as checkpoint data. The
rollback recovery in IBM S/390 G5 is around 1,000 clock
cycles. SAFETYNET [22] is a coarse-grained (100,000-cycle
checkpoint period) CR approach for multiprocessor sys-
tems. SAFETYNET uses separate special storages for cache and
memory states. However, no exact experimental data is
shown for recovery time.

2.3 Checkpoint Recovery for Embedded Systems

A two-state CR system (TSCP) was proposed in [23] for use
in embedded sytems, which combines two different check-
pointing schemes for fault-free and faulty scenarios, respec-
tively. TSCP creates both uniform and non-uniform
checkpointing intervals so as to reduce the number of
checkpoints. TSCP requires the checkpoint data size in the
order of kilo-bytes, while both checkpointing and rollback
takes around 44 to 885 ms. OCEAN [24] optimizes CR by tar-
geting given cost constraints such as performance, area, and
energy. The checkpoint period and checkpoint data sizes
are carefully configured based on the optimal results, which
are obtained from OCEAN’s cost model. For multicore
embedded systems, P1200 [25] architecture was proposed.
P1200 implements task-level CR for multiple processor clus-
ters, communicated by NoC. Execution time overhead of
P1200 is around 6 to 100 percent, depending on the task size
and data size. The rollback time overhead is 12 percent.

2.4 Summary

The software-based CR techniques [8], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [23], [24], [25] checkpoint all necessary program
variables. Hence, these techniques have enormous check-
point data, which slows down recovery. Additionally, the
software-based techniques need the code size to be signifi-
cantly increased for CR functions. The recovery time of the
software-based CR techniques is quite large, e.g., in the
order of milliseconds or even seconds.

Many of the hardware-based CR techniques [9], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22] have either relied on register, cache or memory
to back up checkpoint data. The cache-based CR techniques
[9], [18], [19] have to modify cache replacement policy and
dependent on the inclusion of cache in the system. Themem-
ory-based CR techniques [20], [22] slows down the system
because the checkpointing has to be performed inmemory.

In contrast to the previous methods for general systems
and embedded systems, we integrate the CR functionalities
into the processor by leveraging custom instructions. As a
result, in each instruction, the processor can perform check-
pointing automatically. In addition, checkpoints are
assigned at a far finer granularity (i.e., instruction and
basic-block level) than previously considered. Hence, the
performance constraint can be more easily satisfied com-
pared to existing techniques. Moreover, the cost in terms of
execution time, recovery time, area, and power is reduced
significantly.

3 FAULT TYPE AND ASSUMPTIONS

This paper targets transient faults only, and does not exam-
ine permanent faults. We assume a single bit-flip happens
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during the execution of a program. This assumption has
been commonly established in the studies targeting tran-
sient faults [26]. As error-correcting codes (ECC) [27] can be
applied to register-file and memory, we assume that bit-
flips in register-file and memory are self-correcting. A typi-
cal CR technique can mitigate three types of faults, which
are manifested at the architectural level:

� Data fault—when incorrect data is written to the
registers or memory;

� Address fault—when the data is written to incorrect
location of the registers or memory; and

� Control fault—when an incorrect operation is exe-
cuted (e.g., ADD instead of SUB).

If these faults can be detected by any means, then CR
method described in this paper can be activated to restore the
register and memory states, which were corrupted, by rolling
back the changed values in the registers (including PC and
status registers) and memory to a fault free state. We assume
that the CR hardware is fault-free. In this paper, the baseline
processor assumed is a single-issue in-order integer unit.
Checkpointing of out-of-order processors is out of the scope
of this paper. In addition, since embedded systems are typi-
cally deployedwith on-chipmemory [28], the baseline proces-
sor is assumed to be working with on-chip memory, which
can be accessedwithin one or two clock cycles [29].

4 RELI CHECKPOINT RECOVERY SCHEME

4.1 Definitions

We define the following terms to better explain RELI

functionality.

� Architectural states (AS) are a set of values of the pro-
gram-transparent storage such as registers and data
memory. Architectural states are main objects which
are captured during RELIs state capture, and restored
during the rollback operations.

� Checkpoint data (CD) is the data required to restore
the architectural states. RELI’s checkpoint data covers
the architectural states. Checkpoint data is generated
in state capture operation. Thus CD includes AS as
well as the places to where the data should be
restored.

� Checkpoint storage (CS) is the memory that holds the
checkpoint data. Checkpoint storage is written dur-
ing RELI’s state capture operation and if necessary
read back in the rollback operation.

4.2 Overview

Fig. 1 shows an overview of RELI’s fine-grained CR functional-
ity, which is at the basic-block level. In each basic block, RELI’s
state capture operation allows every instruction to automati-
cally back up architectural states, which are changed by that
instruction (for example, When ADD R2;R3;R4, occurs, the
original value of R2 will be backed up, before being updated
with the new value). State capture is performed simulta-
neously with the original instruction. A checkpoint validation
(e.g., control flow checking) is performed at the end of each
basic block. If a fault occurs, the last instruction in the basic
block initiates a rollback.

RELI’s rollback operation restores the architectural states
to the most recent correct value. After the rollback opera-
tion, the states of the process/task are identical to those
before entering the basic block. Fault detection, which has
been extensively covered by other bodies of research (con-
trol-flow based or data-flow based) [4], [5], [30], is assumed
to be given and not a part of RELI.

4.3 Elements of State Capture Functionality

Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d present the basic components of state
capture functionality. The rule of thumb of this functionality
is making a backup before committing an update to the architec-
tural states. The first component, shown in Fig. 2, is identifica-
tion of target architectural states that are to be captured or
backed up. A target architectural state is defined as a mem-
ber of the set of architectural states, which is the destination
(being written/updated) of the underlying instruction. To
this end, the specific code field in the instruction code needs
to be fetched and decoded to obtain the address of target
architectural states.

The second component, shown in Fig. 2b, is fetching the
value of target architecture states. This step requires the
address of the target architecture states from the first

Fig. 1. Overview of RELI functionality. Symbol “*” denotes the underlying
operation or state is related toRELI functionality. The grey frame on the right
is a state-transition diagram showing the operations within the underlying
basic block (also in grey). BB1 is assumed to have three instructions
originally.

Fig. 2. Basic components of state capture functionality. The components are ordered in sequence of occurrence during a state-capture event.
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component. This component also adds one read access to
the corresponding resource, for example, register file read
access and memory read access.

The third component, shown in Fig. 2c, is generating check-
point data. In order to guarantee that checkpoint data is suffi-
cient for rollback, both the address and value of target
architectural state are required. These two informations are
provided by previous components. To combine the informa-
tions together, an encodingmethod is needed. Here,we adopt
a simple encodingmethod,which concatenates the two inputs
in such form as CD ¼ target addr jj target state value where
the bits of address are more significant bits followed by the
bits of architectural state value. Hence, the total width of
checkpoint data is equal to the sum of the numbers of address
bits and value bits. For one target architecture state i, this rela-
tion is given as

size CDi ¼ width addri þ width valuei; (1)

which are architecture dependent.
The fourth component, shown in Fig. 2d, is pushing check-

point data into checkpoint storage. Checkpoint storage is gener-
ally a stack, meaning a last-in-first-out (LIFO) structure. As
shown in Table 1, LIFO structure is optimal as it guarantees
the most recent state is first written back for an architecture
state during rollback. To decreasing memory overhead,
checkpoint storage is separated from the main memory. In
addition, as suggested by Equation (1), size CD can vary
amongst different architectural states. Therefore, CS includes
separate stacks, each of which is associated to one type of
architectural states (e.g., registers and memory). After check-
point data is generated, it is written into checkpoint storage in
the fashion of stack push. Given a basic block j, the size of
checkpoint storage is determined by the number of target
architectural states (target AS), shown in the following
equation

size CSj ¼
X

i2target AS

size CDi;j; 9 target AS � AS: (2)

Therefore, for an application consisting of k number of basic
blocks, the size of checkpoint storage is bounded by the
maximum size of checkpoint storage amongst the basic
blocks. This relation is given as

size CS ¼ dsize CSje; 8 j 2 Nþ; j � k: (3)

4.4 Reduced State Capture for Registers

Reduced state capture is motivated by the property that cap-
turing a subset of target architectural states, in a basic block,
might satisfy the requirement of rollback or restoring the

status of process to the end of the most recent basic block.
Therefore, not all the occurrences of register write/update in
a basic block is necessary for state capture, and therefore
state capture for those states is redundant. Avoiding redun-
dant state capture is a leverage to reduce the cost in terms of
CD and CS size. Table 2 provides a comparison to primitive
state capture with the same instructions in Table 1. Without
the functionality of reduced state capture, redundant state
capture occurs in instructions at tþ 2 and tþ 3 (highlighted),
which accommodate write events to the same addressR3.

Fig. 3 shows the functionality of reduced state capture for
registers. The rule of thumb is to ensure redundant state
capture is disabled. To this end, reduced state capture for
registers keeps a table of “history” for the state capture
events in every basic block. Fig. 3a depicts the mapping
between the table (highlighted in grey) and registers. An
index i 2 ½0; N � in the table is associated to 1-bit binary value
hi (hi 2 fTrue;Falseg), and one register address Ri. History
table is a special storage. The size of table,
size HT ¼ 1 � ðN þ 1Þ, is determined by the total number of
registers (N þ 1), since the association of index to registers
is a direct one-to-one mapping.

Fig. 3b depicts the algorithm of using history table to
avoid redundant state capture for registers. Upon state cap-
ture, hi ¼ False indicates that the state of Ri has not been
captured during the previous executions in the current basic
block. In this case, state capture is not redundant and
allowed on Ri. On the contrary, hi ¼ True means that the
state of Ri has been captured, and thus state capture is
redundant and avoided. At the end of basic block, the val-
ues in history table are reset to False. In fault-free situation,
history table reset occurs after checkpoint validation and
before entering the next basic block. Otherwise, it occurs
after rollback and before restarting the current basic block.

4.5 Special State Capture for Program Counter (PC)

Program counter is a special architectural state. State cap-
ture for PC is different from that for other states. PC is
deterministically written/updated in every instruction,

TABLE 1
Instruction versus Checkpoint Storage

Cycle Instruction Operation AS CS

t ADD R1; R2; R3 R3 R1þR2 R3 i
tþ 1 SUB R4; R5; R6 R6 R4�R5 R6 iþ 1
tþ 2 LD R3; R6; R3 R3 M½R3þR6� R3 iþ 2
tþ 3 AND R3; R0; R3 R3 R3 ^R0 R3 iþ 3

AS: address of target architectural state.
CS: address of CS. higher address are closer to stack top.

TABLE 2
Primitive versus Reduced State Capture for Registers

Cycle Instruction Operation
P P0

t ADD R1; R2; R3 R3 R1þR2 1 1
tþ 1 SUB R4; R5; R6 R6 R4�R5 2 2
tþ 2 LD R3; R6; R3 R3 M½R3þR6� 3 2
tþ 3 AND R3; R0; R3 R3 R3 ^R0 4 2

P
: cumulative sum of the number of primitive state capture.P0: cumulative sum of the number of reduced state capture.

Note: highlighting denotes redundant state capture.

Fig. 3. Functionality of reduced state capture for registers.
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albeit state capture for PC happens only at the last
instruction of every basic block. The reason is that roll-
back aims to restore the status of the process to the entry
point of the underlying basic block and therefore the sub-
sequent changes on PC are negligible except the last
update on PC in the previous basic block before entering
the underlying basic block.

The mechanism of special state capture for PC is shown
in Fig. 2e. State capture is activated only on condition that
checkpoint validation is successful, meaning there has been
no faults during the underlying basic block. State capture
for PC generates checkpoint data on next PC value and
push checkpoint data into CS, along with the original PC
write operation. CS for PC can either be a part of CS for
registers (with need for encoding) or a unique separate stor-
age (without need for encoding). If using a separate stack,
size CSPC is equal to width valuePC .

4.6 Rollback Functionality

Fig. 4 depicts the basic components in rollback functionality,
which are essentially in opposite order to those components
in state capture. The rule of thumb of this functionality is
undoing the update on the architectural states that is committed
by an original operation of a faulty basic block.

The first component, shown in Fig. 4a, is fetching check-
point data from checkpoint storage. As checkpoint storage is
LIFO structure (stack), checkpoint data is popped out from
the stack top. The second component, shown in Fig. 4b is
decoding checkpoint data to get address and value of target
architectural state. Corresponding to the encoding scheme
in state capture, the more significant bits are taken as
address, and the less significant bits are taken as value. The
third component, shown in Fig. 4c is correcting the architec-
tural state by writing the decoded value back to the decoded
address. The number of write events is equal to the number
of state capture events in the underlying basic block.

As rollback functionality is not performed (all the time)
along with the original operations of the application (as
opposed to state capture functionality). Therefore, this func-
tionality is integrated into the original application, in form
of an additional routine/function. Thus, control transfer is
needed at two time points, i.e., upon starting and finishing a
series of basic steps in rollback. For a rollback event, the first
control transfer moves the original operating state (the pro-
gram of the underlying application) to rollback operating
state, while the second one moves the operating state in the
opposite direction.

Rollback routine mainly consists of three while-loops.
The first loop handles register-file rollback. The second loop
manages data memory rollback. The third loop implements
special-register rollback. In each loop, the three basic steps
(i.e., fetch, decode, and correct) are executed. Before control
transfer back to the original program, resetting checkpoint
storage is done.

5 RELI INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the implementation of RELI functional-
ity on top of original (baseline) instruction set architecture.
The implementation includes two major parts correspond-
ing to state capture and rollback respectively. State capture
is implemented by customizing original instructions, while
rollback is implemented by extending original instruction set
(creating custom instructions).

Table 3 provides the overview of RELI ISA. For the sake
of brevity, this table shows the selected representative
instructions in subset a and three RELI custom instructions
(i.e., subset b). The following sections will elaborate
implementation of RELI instruction set architecture along
with this table.

5.1 Base Instruction Set Architecture

The base instruction set architecture is a single-issue in-
order RISC architecture, which is typical for embedded pro-
cessors, with integer unit (i.e., excluding floating-point
unit). At the current form, cache structure is not considered
in the baseline architecture. The base instruction set is porta-
ble instruction set architecture (PISA) from SimpleScalar

tool suite [31], which is a close derivative of MIPS-IV [32].
The base instruction set (excluding floating-point instruc-

tions) has 72 instructions, in which seven instructions are
selected as representative instructions in Table 3. These
instructions are addition (ADD), multiplication (MULT),

TABLE 3
RELI Instruction Set (with Selected Subset a Instructions)

Subset Instruction Type Original Operations RELI Operations

a

ADD ARI GPR(rt) GPR(rs) þ GPR(rd) reg_capture(GPR(rt))
MULT ARI HI,LO GPR(rs) � GPR(rd) reg_capture(GPR(rt))
LW L/S GPR(rt) MEM[GPR(rs) þ GPR(rd)] reg_capture(GPR(rt))
SW L/S MEM[GPR(rt)] GPR(rs) þ GPR(rd) mem_capture(MEM[GPR(rt)])
J CT PC target validate(), pc_capture(target)
JALR CT GPR(rd) PC þ 8, PC GPR(rs) validate(), reg_capture(GPR(rd)), pc_capture(GPR(rs))
BEQ CT if GPR(rs) ¼ GPR(rt) then PC PC + offset validate(), pc_capture(PC + offset)

b
RFRB n/a n/a reg_rollback(i), 8 i 2 GPR \ CS
SRRB n/a n/a reg_rollback(i), 8 i 2 SR \ CS
DMRB n/a n/a mem_rollback(i), 8 i 2 MEM \ CS

Fig. 4. Basic components of rollback functionality. The components are
ordered in sequence of occurrence during a rollback event.
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load-word (LW), store-word (SW), jump (J), jump-and-
link-register (JALR), and branch-if-equal (BEQ). The
instructions can be categorized into three major types:
arithmetic (ARI), load/store (L/S), and control transfer
(CT). ARI includes two representative instructions: ADD
and MULT. L/S includes two: LW and SW. CT includes
three: J, JALR, and BEQ.

5.2 RELI Checkpointing Instructions

To demonstrate the design of RELI checkpointing instruc-
tions (Subset a), we elaborate the implementation of three
representative instructions, addition, store-word, and jump.
The rule of thumb in designing Subset a instructions is
ensuring the original path is included in the resultant new
datapath. This rule allows the RELI instructions to be able to
perform original operations defined by the given baseline
instruction set architecture.

5.2.1 ADD Instruction

Fig. 5a presents RELI’s implementation of ADD instruction (R
type). The datapath includes two parts: the original one on
the left and the augmented one in the dashed frame on
the right. The original part implements the operations
for addition that are equivalent to the counterpart in
baseline architecture. The augmented part in ADD
instruction implements the functionality for register-file
state capture, which are described in Sections 4.3 and
4.4. The augmented part essentially is a separate path, of
which the data source is rd field3 from the decoded
instruction code. In ADD instruction, rd is the address of
the target AS. The black blocks represent the hardware
components realizing reduced state capture (depicted in
Fig. 3). Both black and gray colors denote the hardware
blocks that are implemented for RELI functionality.

In specific, History Table Control is hardwired imple-
mentation of the algorithm in Fig. 3b, while History Table
Array the index-value pair in Fig. 3a. Using rd as the input,
History Table Control reads the corresponding value in His-
tory Table and makes decision on avoiding the state cap-
ture. The decision signal is the input to RF and RF pointer.
If the state capture is allowed, the corresponding RF read
access is operated. The value read from RF is encoded with
rd to make CD. RF Pointer and CS_RF are combined
together to work as a stack. RF Pointer’s value is the address

of next empty entry/slot in the stack. If the state capture is
allowed, RF Pointer’s current value is read and write access
to CS_RF at the address with CD is enabled.

The RF state-capture operations are all scheduled in
pipeline stage 2, i.e., instruction decoding (ID) stage. Based
on the functionality discussed in Section 4.4, the operations
are scheduled: (1) history table is read at first using rd as
input; (2) based on the result from history table read, the RF
and its pointer (RFP) are read to obtain both checkpoint
data and the next empty CS location; and, (3) Checkpoint
data is written into the the next empty CS location, while
the RFP is incremented.

5.2.2 SW Instruction

Fig. 5b presents RELI’s implementation of SW instruction (I
type). This instruction is an example of using immediate field
imm to calculate address of target AS and doing state capture
for data memory. Similarly, the augmented part is in dashed
frame. In comparison to the RELI instructions with RF target
AS (e.g., ADD), RELI instructions with DM target AS (e.g., SW)
have relatively simple augmented part. As there is no reduced
state capture functionality in RELI SW, the augmented part
only implements elemental state capture functionality. The
data source of the augmented part is an intermediate variable
addr, which is the address of the data memory for the original
memory write operation. This variable is the output of ALU’s
addition operation with imm and corresponding register
value in RF. DM Pointer works similar to RF Pointer in ADD.
Provided addr, data memory read access is operated to fetch
the corresponding value and to encode CD. At last, CD is
written into CS_DMat the address pointed byDMPointer.

DM state-capture operations are scheduled at two pipe-
line stages, MEM1 and MEM2. In SW instruction, there is
only one memory write happening at Stage 4. Hence, DM
state capture operations are also scheduled at Stage 4. The
sequence of DM state-capture operations is as same as that
of RF state-capture operations, except there is no operation
related to history table any more.

5.2.3 J Instruction

Fig. 5c presents RELI’s implementation of J instruction. J and
other control transfer instructions act as the exit point of
current checkpoint period. Thus, there are two sets of RELI

operations implemented: checkpoint validation and state
capture for PC. The augmented datapath has two data sour-
ces. One is the variable npc denoting the next value for PC.

Fig. 5. Datapath of R-type ADD, I-type SW, and J instructions in RELI ISA.

3. Defined as bits ½15 : 8� in R-type instruction code in SimpleSca-

lar PISA.
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npc is an intermediate variable in original datapath and its
value is from target field4 in J-type instruction code. The
other data source is output of error detection logic (ED),
which is assumed5 in this work and illustrated with shadow
in Fig. 5c. The output from ED affects: enb (enable) signal to
PC and CS_PC, and rst (reset) signal to the hardware com-
ponents (i.e., pointer and table logics) that implement RF
and DM state capture.

In specific, writing npc to PC and CS_PC, as well as reset-
ting state capture components, are allowed, if ED’s output
indicates error-free. Enabling PC and CS_PC allows the pro-
cessor to execute the next basic block, while resetting
pointers and table logics refreshes the relevant logics for
state capture operations dedicated to the next basic block.

5.3 RELI Rollback Instructions

Rollback (Subset b) instructions realizes the rollback function
specified Section 4.6. There are three rollback instructions
dedicated to three loops for rolling back RF, data memory,
and special registers, respectively. These instructions are reg-
ister file rollback (RFRB), data memory rollback (DMRB),
and special register rollback (SRRB). Fig. 6 presents the data-
path of RFRB in (Fig. 6a) and SRRB (Fig. 6b) instructions.
Since the datapath of DMRB is very similar to RFRB, we will
use Fig. 6a to discuss DMRB aswell.

5.3.1 RFRB Instruction

RFRB, shown in Fig. 6a, implements the loop for RF roll-
back. After the instruction code is decoded, the RF pointer
is read to obtain the current RF pointer value (val_rfp). If
val rfp 6¼ 0, the instruction will pop out one element (check-
point data) from CS_RF, and decrement RF pointer. In the
next step, the address bits and value bits are obtained from
the checkpoint data to restore the corresponding register in
RF. At last, the instruction lock the PC value to the current
PC value (cpc), so as to continue executing RFRB in itera-
tion. If val rfp ¼ 0, RFRB will disable rollback operations
(equivalent to a NOP instruction). Without any change to
the PC value, RFRB naturally pass the control to DMRB,
which is at the next PC address.

5.3.2 DMRB Instruction

DMRB implements the loop for data memory rollback. The
datapath of DMRB is almost same as RFRB, except that

DMRB uses DM Pointer and CS_DM. After the instruction
code is decoded, the DM pointer is read to obtain the cur-
rent DM pointer value (val_dmp). DMRB will be iteratively
executed until val dmp ¼ 0. When val dmp ¼ 0, DMRB also
performs as a NOP instruction, and passes the control to the
last instruction in rollback routine, which is SRRB.

5.3.3 SRRB Instruction

SRRB, shown in Fig. 6b, implements the last parts of roll-
back functionality. Because PISA only has two special regis-
ters (high and low registers for the instructions related to
multiplication and division), the loop implementation is
simplified by using two history registers corresponding to
high and low registers. In addition, CS_SR is implemented
as two normal registers instead of a stack. After the instruc-
tion is decoded, the instruction checks the history bits. If
one history bit is true, the instruction moves the correspond-
ing checkpoint data from CS_SR back to the special register
associated to the history bit. As the last instruction in the
rollback routine, SRRB also writes back the PC value stored
in CS_PC, in order to change the control flow of the proces-
sor to the beginning of the current checkpoint interval. At
last, SRRB resets all the history bits, including the history
bits for RF and high/low registers.

6 RELI ASIP DESIGN FLOW

Fig. 7 depicts the flowchart of our RELI ASIP design flow. RELI

ASIP design flow is implemented based on a commercial tool
called ASIPmeister, which includes an architectural
description language (ADL) specification, a resource library,
and a ADL-to-RTL synthesis engine. The ADL specification,
calledmicro-operation, describes the data transfer and opera-
tions in the instructions. Fig. 8 depicts the exampleADL codes
of the R-type ADD instruction, from the base ISA and RELI

ISA. For brevity, the variable (wire) declaration is omitted.
The base ISA on the left only has four operations, for fetching
operand registers. In comparison, the RELI ISA on the right
hasmore operations. The first part (grey color background) of
micro-operations are about history table access and history
checking. In this part, the last micro-operation generates the
control signals (i.e., “cond1”) for register state capture. The
last part (black color background) of micro-operations are
mainly register state capture, including reading RF (GPR),
concatenating register address and value bits, and writing

Fig. 7. RELI ASIP design flow.

Fig. 6. Datapath of rollback instructions in RELI ISA.

4. Bits [25:0] of J-type instruction code in SimpleScalar PISA.
5. We assume ED as a block-level control-flow based detection

mechanism, such as CFCSS [33] and IMPRES [30].
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checkpoint data to checkpoint storage. The last micro-opera-
tion updates the history table.

The resource library consists of the parameterized VHDL/
Verilog descriptions of the functional units, such as ALU,
adder, multiplier, etc. The ADL-to-RTL synthesis engine,
called PEAS-III [34], converts the high-level description of
the ISA to the RTL description of the corresponding
processor.

In RELI ASIP design flow, there are two inputs. First, the
base ISA is SimpleScalar PISA, which is discussed in
Section 5.1. Second, the target application(s) described in
assembly language. Given the two inputs, the major steps of
RELI ASIP design flow are as follows.

ADLCustomization.Based on theADLof base ISA, theADL
model of RELI ISA is manually created. The major functional
units in RELI instruction’s datapath (discussed in Section 5)
are allocated and sequenced (scheduled) during this step. In
order to resolve the size of checkpoint storage, instruction-set
simulator (ISS) based profiling is adopted aswell.

ISS Based Profiling. Based on the ADL of RELI ISA, RELI ISS
is built on top of SimpleScalar simulator [31]. RELI ISS has
runtime analysis functions, which profile the program’s
runtime events and calculate the application-specific mini-
mum size of checkpoint storage. The minimum checkpoint
storage size is the worst-case size amongst all the check-
point intervals during program’s execution. These runtime
functions mainly implement Equations (1), (2), and (3). The
profiling result is passed back to ADL customization to
determine the final RELI ASIP ADL.

In addition, for running RTL simulation with RELI pro-
cessors, the methodology in [35] is adapted to generate the
resultant simulation model of memory. This process also
inserts the RELI rollback instructions (i.e., rollback routine)
into the instruction code in the instruction memory. The
starting PC address of the rollback routine is passed to RELI

ASIP design flow as well.

7 EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

7.1 Experimental Setup

Experiments were conducted on a computer with the fol-
lowing configuration: Intel Xeon X7560 CPU (2.27 GHz),

24 MB cache, and 256 GB main memory. As shown in Fig. 9,
our experimental methodology includes RTL simulation,
synthesis (shown in grey), and SRAM for checkpoint stor-
age (CS) models (shown in black). Specifically, the experi-
ment consists of five flows. Fault-free RTL simulation to
provide the cycle-accurate fault-free execution time. We
also evaluated the reduction in the number of state capture
by the use of the history table in RELI using this simulation
model. The results from the RTL simulation model for the
fault free scenario are discussed in Section 7.2. Fault injection
test examines fault recovery time, i.e., rollback time. The
recovery times are discussed in Section 7.3. Logic synthesis
shows the hardware cost, which is bound to a real-world
ASIC fabrication technology. Hardware costs are discussed
in Section 7.4. FPGA synthesis presents the timing impact of
RELI after place-and-route (P&R), targeting a contemporary
commercial FPGA device and technology. The FPGA timing
result is discussed in Section 7.5. SRAM modeling is used to
study the impact of different implementation for checkpoint
storage, including D-flip/flop (DFF) and SRAM. These
memory results are discussed in Section 7.7.

The RTL simulation environment used is Mentor

Graphics ModelSim (a HDL simulator).6 The logic syn-
thesis tool used is Synopsys Design Compiler.7 The
FPGA synthesis tool used is Xilinx ISE.8 The SRAM
modeling tool is Cacti.9 The details of the tool configura-
tion are introduced in the corresponding sections.

The benchmark applications used for RTL simulation are
from MiBench suite [36] and represent typical applications
for embedded processors. For simulation flows, we only
tested selected MiBench applications. The reason is twofold:
(1) the code and data size of MiBench is suitably small for
RTL simulation; and, (2) our RTL simulation environment
(e.g., boot-up and system-call implementations) does not
support SPECINT applications. For synthesis flows, we tar-
geted both six MiBench and six SPECINT

10 applications, so
as to find the worst-case scenario for hardware overhead.
The application binaries are generated using the SimpleS-
calar PISA compiler [37].

In the experiment, we tested three different types of pro-
cessors: Base processor is defined as the processor that shares
the base pipeline (no CR hardware) with a RELI processor

Fig. 8. Comparison of microoperations of ID stage in ADD between the
base (left) and RELI (right) ISA.

Fig. 9. Experimental methodology.

6. http://www.model.com/
7. http://www.synopsys.com/Tools/Implementation/

RTLSynthesis/
8. http://www.xilinx.com/products/design-tools/ise-design-suite.

html
9. http://www.hpl.hp.com/research/cacti/
10. https://www.spec.org/cpu2006/CINT2006/
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and only executes the native instruction set. RELI general pro-
cessor (GP) is the processor with Reli functionalities, which
is directly augmented on top of a base processor with full
integer instruction set. Reli GPs are synthesized to observe
the worst-case overhead in terms of area, power, and tim-
ing. RELI application-specific instruction-set processor is the pro-
cessor with Reli functionalities, which is augmented on top
of a base processor with a special instruction set. The special
instruction set is tailored for the target application. In this
paper, we only applied instruction-set pruning for tailoring
one instruction set. An instruction is pruned, if the instruc-
tion is never used in the target application’s execution. The
corresponding hardware of a pruned instruction is not
implemented. These ASIPs are tested in both simulation
and synthesis. Before evaluation, the baseline processors
are generated, and their functionality is verified.

7.2 Fault-Free Simulation Results

Fig. 10 presents the fault-free execution time results. Fault-
free execution time represents the processor performance
while there is no fault occurrence in the system. Base pro-
cessor (without any recovery mechanism installed) and the
RELI ASIPs are compared for fault-free execution time across
the six applications. The y-axis is the fault-free execution
time overhead in percentage The main reason of the fault-
free execution time overhead is the pipeline stalls, caused
by pipeline resource hazards. The worst-case execution
time overhead is 1.84 percent in strsrch, which has the
most number of pipeline stalls when RELI processor executes
the program, while the least overhead is 0.31 percent in
adpcmdec. The average execution time overhead across the
six applications is 0.76 percent.

Fig. 11 demonstrates the effect of using history table for
reducing the number of register state capture. The y-axis is
the percentage of reduction for register state capture, in com-
parison to the naive scheme, which performs same CR with-
out history table. Without history table, there are much more
register state captures during program runtime. As a result,
we observed significant reduction of register state captures
among the six applications. The maximum reduction is 57
percent in strsrch, while the minimum reduction is 44.3
percent in bfdec. The reason for the greater reduction in
strsrch is that strsrch has the greatest number of register
writes with the same destination registers (equivalent to the
number of redundant register state captures defined in Sec-
tion 4.4). The average reduction is as high as 50.8 percent. This
result indicates the efficacy of history table in RELI CR scheme.

7.3 Fault Injection Test

7.3.1 Test Methodology

The fault-injection test environment is implemented using
Python and bash scripts. Bit-flips are injected into the

system at the instruction level, which is more abstract than
gate level. Instruction-level fault injection, also known as
software-implemented fault injection (SWIFI) [38], [39], is
selected because:

i. The focus of this paper is about checkpointing and
recovery, and not detection. As such, we only imple-
mented an instruction level fault injection test proce-
dure. Performing fault injection test at gate level for
a very large system, such as a processor, requires sig-
nificant implementation effort and time, including
implementation and simulation time.

ii. All checkpoint/recovery techniques only react to fault
occurrence after the fault is detected.We have existing
detection method implemented for this processor,
which can detect the bit-flips injected at the instruction
level. Gate-level fault injection will require a compati-
ble detection mechanism to be implemented as well
(which is beyond the scope of this paper).

iii. Instruction-level injection can result in sufficient
manifestation in processor architecture for the pur-
poses of testing checkpoint and recovery. Such mani-
festation includes incorrect writes to registers and
memory, as well as incorrect operations.

In order to inject three types of bit-flips in data, address,
and control bits, at the instruction level, we directly inject
bit-flips into the instruction code. To inject a bit flip, a ran-
dom location of the instruction memory is chosen. Then a
random bit of the instruction code at the location is flipped
to the opposite binary value. For one instruction, depending
on the exact bit, which is flipped, the manifestation of the
bit flip varies. The bit flip in opcode field results incorrect
operation, which represents the control fault. The bit flip in
other fields, e.g., operand name and immediate data fields, rep-
resents datapath fault.

The number of fault injections is 1,000, in order to obtain
a small error margin (4 percent with 99 percent confidence
level) according to [40], for each application. We inject one
fault for each iteration. The test consists of three procedures:
(1) injecting a fault at compile time to the instruction mem-
ory data file; (2) invoking the HDL simulator to run the
application; and, (3) collecting the run-time behavior from
the simulation transcript.

To make the simulation as close as possible to a realis-
tic one, we implement a detection technique similar to
IMPRES [30] to work with RELI. The detection mecha-
nism monitors bit-flips of instructions via a control-flow
based mechanism, and communicates to RELI at the end
of every basic block. Since the library code is difficult to
modify, the faults in library code are excluded in this
test.

Fig. 10. Fault-free execution time results.
Fig. 11. Reduced register state capture by using history table.
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7.3.2 Test Results

Fig. 12 depicts the recovery time of RELI in presence of faults.
The result is obtained using Monte-Carlo simulation with
RTL models of RELI processors. For each of the six applica-
tions, the minimummin, the maximummax, and the average
avg of recovery time are shown. Among the six applications,
bfdec has the largest average recovery time, i.e., 17.9
machine cycles, whereas adpcmdec has the smallest average
recovery time (13.8 machine cycles). The worst (maximum)
recovery time (62machine cycles) is observed inbfdec, since
bfdec has larger basic blocks than the other applications,
and bfdec has fewer redundant state captures in the basic
blocks. The best (minimum) case (5 machine cycles) is found
in adpcmenc, adpcmdec, bfdec and crc32.

7.4 Logic Synthesis Results

We obtained synthesis results with TSMC 65 nm library using
the SynopsysDesignCompiler. No specific timing andpower
optimizationswere applied in logic synthesis. There are three
metrics tested during logic synthesis from the resultant gate-
level netlist. First, we tested the timing of the critical path of
the processors, which determines the clock period and equiv-
alently, the operating frequency. Second, we tested the area
of the processor, which is equivalent to the number of gates.
At last, we measured the power of the processors. Given that
the focus of this work is front-end design, the place-and-route
(P&R) is not performed. Without P&R, the dynamic power
measurement can hardly be accurate. Hence, we only pro-
vide the leakage (static) power results here.

Table 4 presents critical path timing results. Column 2
shows the clock period, i.e., critical path timing, in nanosec-
onds. Column 3 shows the overhead, compared to the base
processor. In addition to the base and RELI processors, we
also tested the naive processor, which performs RELI with-
out history table. Because the multiplier and divider from
ASIPmeister’s library are single-cycle and dominate the crit-
ical path timing, we removed these two components during
logic synthesis (targeting 1 ns clock period) to view RELI’s
influence on clock period. Without multiplier and divider,
the timing difference between Reli GP and Reli ASIP is neg-
ligible. Hence, we did not report the timing for each Reli-

ASIP here. As a result, we observed that RELI increases the
critical path timing from 1.07 to 1.26 ns. Without the history
table, the critical path timing is less (1.16 ns). The timing
overhead of RELI is 17.7 percent. The timing increase is due
to: (1) history table operations, i.e., the difference between
Base andNaive, and, (2) state-capture operations, i.e., the dif-
ference between Naive and RELI.

Fig. 13 shows the relative area cost and leakage power
consumption of RELI and base ASIPs, normalized to the base
GP (see Section 7.1 for explanation of the processor types).
For this result, we targeted 10 ns (i.e., 100 MHz) clock
period, which is viable for all RELI processors with multi-
plier and divider. Both adpcmenc and adpcmdec ASIPs
are shown as adpcm-reli, given that the hardware of RELI

ASIP for adpcmenc and adpcmdec is same. So are bf

(bfenc and bfdec) ASIPs. The postifx ”-base” indicates
the base ASIP (i.e., without Reli functionalities) for one
application.

In general, due to instruction-set pruning, all base ASIPs
consumes less area and leakage power than the base GP. All
Reli ASIPs are larger and more power-hungry than the base
GP and base ASIPs. In comparison to the corresponding base
ASIP, the strsrch RELI ASIP has the lowest overhead in
both area (30.5 percent) and leakage power (29.3 percent),
while the bf RELI ASIP has the largest overhead in both area
(46.1 percent) and leakage power (42.3 percent). On average,
RELI ASIP costs 38.9 percent more area, and 38.3 percent
more leakage power, than the corresponding base ASIP.

In order to observe RELI’s worst-case hardware overhead
for general use cases, we also studied the RELI GPs targeting
larger SPECINT2006 applications. Note that RELI GPs have
full integer instruction set implemented, without instruction
set pruning. Hence, the difference in the results for different
applications comes from the difference in CS size.

Fig. 14 presents the relative area cost and leakage
power consumption of RELI GPs, normalized to the base GP.
Amongst the six applications, mcf shows the lowest
overhead in area (53.8 percent) and leakage power

TABLE 4
Critical Path Timing Results with TSMC 65 nm

Processor Clock Period [ns] Overhead [%]

Base 1.07 N/A
Naive 1.16 8.4
RELI 1.26 17.7

Fig. 12. Rollback time results.
Fig. 13. Relative area and leakage power of RELI ASIPs for Mibench
normalized to base processor.

Fig. 14. Relative area and leakage power of RELI general processors for
SPECINT normalized to base processor.
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(53.9 percent), while h.264 consumes the highest overhead
in area (78.7 percent) and leakage power (76.2 percent). We
also have the results for MiBench applications. However,
as the hardware cost of RELI GPs for SPECINT2006 applica-
tions are much higher than MiBench, for the sake of brev-
ity, we only report the results of RELI GPs for six
SPECINT2006 applications here.

Further, we also tested a synthetic worst-case scenario,
which is a RELI GP capable of running both h.264 and gcc

applications from SPECINT2006 suite. This RELI GP is
labeled as WC in Fig. 14. Amongst all the applications in the
experiment, gcc has the largest number of register check-
pointing (i.e., register CS size), while h.264 has the largest
number of memory checkpointing (i.e., memory CS size). As
a result, WC RELI GP has the highest overhead, i.e., 79.3 per-
cent for area overhead and 77.8 percent for leakage power
overhead. Note, the hardware overhead (area and power) is
calculated by comparing the RELI processor to the baseline
processor. In this comparison, for both types of processors,
only the integer unit is included, while the memory, which
usually is more than three times larger than an integer unit,
is excluded. If we include the memory into the calculation,
which is common in other studies, the hardware overhead
will become very small (below 20 percent when a memory of
3� area of integer unit is considered). In this experiment, the
hardware overhead for error detection is 1 percent of base
processor. Around 10 percent more execution time (due to
10 percent increase in code size) is also needed.

In order to see the hardware cost in depth, we divided
the hardware cost into two categories: (1) the CS cost, and,
(2) the non-CS cost, which includes the base processor and
the logic circuits implementing the control and data transfer
for checkpointing and rollback. Fig. 15 shows the CS size (in
entires/slots) required by each application for performing
RELI. This result is obtained from the profiling stage during
the ASIP design flow, discussed in Section 6. Fig. 16
presents the area distribution of CS and non-CS hardware
in RELI ASIPs, each targeting one of the six applications

selected from MiBench suite, as well as RELI GP targeting
WC. In each application, the CS size is determined by the cor-
responding application’s runtime behavior (the number of
writes in basic blocks).

We observed the correlation between the area distribu-
tion in Fig. 16 and CS size required for each application in
Fig. 15. The application, which requires larger CS size, tends
to have larger proportion of CS area. As a result, the WC RELI

processor has the largest proportion (28 percent) of CS area,
while the strsrch RELI processor has the smallest propor-
tion (4 percent) of CS area. For leakage power shown in
Fig. 17, similar results are found. The WC RELI GP leads the
proportion (24 percent) of CS leakage power, while the
strsrch RELI ASIP has the smallest proportion (4 percent)
of CS leakage power.

7.5 FPGA Synthesis Results

In order to observe the timing impact of RELI after P&R, we
synthesized RELI GP, Naive checkpoint/recovery processor,
and Base processor for FPGA. The target FPGA device is
Xilinx Virtex-7.11 Table 5 presents both clock period
(Column 2) and overhead (Column 3) of RELI, Naive, and
Base processors. Due to the increased complexity of hard-
ware, RELI raises the critical path timing from 5.9 ns (Base) to
6.3 ns when implemented on an FPGA. Hence, the overhead
of RELI after P&R is about 4.86 percent. In comparison to the
timing results in Table 4, the overhead is considerably
lower. There are two possible reasons: (1) the FPGA LUT,
limits the highest possible operating frequency of the base
processor; and, (2) the wires, which are generated from
P&R, dominate timing, and overwhelm the logic elements.

7.6 Wall-Clock Time Overhead

To study the overall performance overhead of RELI, we cal-
culated the wall-clock time of RELI based on the simulation
results (clock cycles for execution) and synthesis results
(critical path timing). Fig. 18 depicts the wall-clock time

TABLE 5
Critical Path Timing Results with
Xilinx Virtex-7 After P&R

Processor Clock Period [ns] Overhead [%]

Base 5.986 N/A
Naive 6.096 1.84
RELI 6.277 4.86

Fig. 15. CS size results.

Fig. 16. Area distribution in RELI processors.

Fig. 17. Power distribution in RELI processors.

11. http://www.xilinx.com/products/silicon-devices/fpga/virtex-
7.html
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overhead of six MiBench applications, based on three dif-
ferent timing results. TSMC-w/-MD denotes the overhead
calculated using the critical path timing (i.e., 10 ns) with
multiplier and divider in the processor, while TSMC-w/o-

MD denotes the overhead calculated using the timing
(shown in Table 4) without multiplier and divider in the
processor. These two timing results are both generated from
logic synthesis using TSMC65nm technology. FPGA denotes
the overhead calculated using the timing (shown in Table 5)
on FPGA, instead of ASIC. FPGA results are affected by
P&R, while the TSMC ones are not.

Due to the larger overhead in critical path timing, RELI has
the highest wall-clock time overhead (on average 18.7 per-
cent) for the TSMC-w/o-MD processor executing the six appli-
cations. With FPGA, RELI incurs much less wall-clock time
overhead (5.7 percent on average). As TSMC-w/-MD timing is
constant (due to one-cycle multiplier and divider), the wall-
clock time overhead is as same as clock-cycle overhead.

7.7 Checkpoint Storage Implementation
Comparison

In this section, we used Cacti cache modeling tool to study
the overhead of CS cost. The motivation for obtaining this
result is as follows: (1) CS is a significant factor in hardware
cost of RELI. In fact, the CS of WC-RELI occupies an area equiv-
alent to 47.9 percent of the base processor. (2) In previous
results, RELI’s CS is implemented as an array of D-flip/flops
(DFFs). RELI’s CS could also be implemented as SRAM as
well, similar to a L1 cache, which is more efficient for larger
data array.

Fig. 19 shows the scatter plot including four different CS
implementations configured for WC. The x-axis is the relative
area while the y-axis is the relative leakage power. Both area
and power numbers are normalized to the base processor.
The result for TSMC-DFF is from logic synthesis. The results
for other three implementations are from Cacti, for differ-
ent SRAM cells. All the implementations are given for 65
nm technologies. TSMC-DFF has the highest area cost
(around 48 percent of base processor). ITRS-HP-SRAM, is
implemented with high-performance SRAM cells, with the
highest cost in leakage power (2:5� base processor)

amongst all implementations, and the highest overall cost
amongst all the SRAM implementations. ITRS-LSTP-

SRAM, implemented with low stand-by power SRAM cells,
has negligible leakage power cost (0.04 percent of base pro-
cessor). ITRS-LOP-SRAM, implemented with low operating
power SRAM cells, shows the least cost in area (34.2 percent
of base processor). In general, all the SRAM CS implementa-
tions are much smaller than DFF CS for WC.

7.8 Comparison

Table 6 quantifies features of CR mechanisms of RELI and
four state-of-art techniques. These are OCEAN [24],
P1200 [25], SWICH [9], and REVIVE [20]. Due to RELI’s finer
granularity (at instruction and basic block level), RELI shows
minimum checkpointing (state capture) time overhead, roll-
back time overhead, and requires limited checkpoint data
size, in comparison to other techniques. RELI increases the
program execution time by just 1.8 percent in the worst case
(0.76 percent on average). Further, RELI needs at most 62
clock cycles, and is faster than others for one individual roll-
back. Regarding checkpoint data (CD) size, RELI requires
about 624 bytes (as the worst case for SPECINT2006) in the
worst case, which is less than P1200 and SWICH, and much
less than REVIVE. OCEAN’s data size is configured by the opti-
mization algorithm based on the given cost constraints, and
occupies less than 512 B in the optimal design for applica-
tion FFT.

8 FURTHER DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Generality. In order to successfully execute applications, the
RELI processor must have sufficient checkpoint storage for
every checkpoint period. If there is insufficient amount of
checkpoint storage, then a check is forced, by inserting a
jump instruction which jumps to the next instruction.

Reliability. Considering the fault occurrence in RELI’s
checkpoint storage, standard coding-based error correcting
techniques (e.g., ECC) can be adopted to improve the reli-
ability of the checkpoint storage. Another possible reliability
enhancement can be focused on the rollback stage, where
the techniques such as two-time-recovery used in the recov-
ery mode in IBM S/390 G5 [21] can be adopted to guarantee
that the recovery is executed correctly. Permanent faults are
not within the scope of the paper. If such a fault is detected,
RELI processor will probably keep rolling back repeatedly in
one basic block. In this case, a watchdog timer is typically
used to stop the processor.

Scalability. RELI currently is studied, implemented, and
tested targeting uni-processor embedded systems. However,
this technique can be scaled to multi-processor embedded
systems (such as an MPSoC) by taking a communication

TABLE 6
Checkpoint Recovery Comparison

Technique Checkpointing Rollback CD

RELI 0.31 to 1.8 % � 62 cycles � 624 B
OCEAN [24] 4 to 10 % (100 cycles) � 132 cycles � 512 B
P1200 [25] 10 to 29 % million cycles � 400 kB
SWICH [9] 1 % (256 cycles) �milliseconds 0.6 to 30 kB
REVIVE [20] 1 to 22 % 0.1 to 1 s � 2.5 MB

Fig. 19. Relative area and leakage power of CS implementations for WC.

Fig. 18. Wall-clock time overhead.
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mechanism into consideration. Further exploration ofMPSoC
systemswould be interesting.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for recov-
ering embedded applications from transient faults by custom-
izing instructions. RELI realizes CR by integrating the
functionalities into native instructions of the base processor.
The augmented processor, i.e., RELI processor allows CR to be
executed at a finer granularity than perviously possible, such
that the checkpoint data size is reduced greatly. To implement
RELI processor, we have built an ASIP design flow, based on a
commercial ASIP design tool, which handles ADL-to-RTL
synthesis. We have simulated RELI using assembly code from
MiBench benchmark suite, compiled using SimpleScalar

tool set. The experimental results show that the fault-free exe-
cution time overhead is only 0.76 percent on average. From
the fault injection test, we also found that in the worst case,
the recovery time is only 62 cycles. RELI costs 44.4 percent area
and 45.6 percent leakage power overhead on average, and
79.3 and 77.8 percent in the worst case found in SPEC-

INT2006 and MiBench suites.
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